We are the most
reliable partner for our customers.
With product and process expertise
and thanks to unique range
of assortment we provide them
with a tailor-made offer.
Simply, quickly, confidently.

Petr Pavlínek
CEO
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Europe’s leading
technical seller
Haberkorn Group
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Stock inventory
millions

2018

2019

2020

2021

Haberkorn s.r.o.

30.000
Stock items

8.000 m2
Storage area

for immediate delivery

in CZ and SK
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Annual turnover

Products
in e-shop

Stock inventory

170

millions
CZK

60.000

2.000

billion CZK
Czech Crowns

Technical advisors

110

80
in offices

30
in the field

Dispatched items daily

Highest reliability
Next day delivery
of stock items

More than

10.000

Active customers
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Nearby.
Wherever you
need us.
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Headquarters the Austria

Wolfurt

Haberkorn Group – one of the five largest technical retailers in Europe
The multinational HABERKORN Group, of which we are a part, has an annual turnover of more than 700 million
Euros and ranks among the five largest technical sellers in Europe. The family-owned company, with headquarters in Wolfurt, Austria, was founded in 1932. The company first grew within the Austrian market and later expanded abroad. It now operates in 10 European countries and employs more than 2.200 people in 30 locations.
We have been operating on the Czech and Slovakian market since 1995. During our existence we have become
a strong, stable company. The quality of our work is evidenced by our long-term cooperation with the most important industrial companies.
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Trnava

Branch the Slovakia

Mokré Lazce

Branch the Czech Republic

České Budějovice

Branch the Czech Republic

Liberec

Branch the Czech Republic

Headquarters the Czech Republic

Mokré Lazce

Employees
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More than 2.200 professionals in our ranks
Haberkorn Group is a modern, dynamic company and a partner for all those who build their success on speed,
reliability, unique offers, long-term cooperation and first-class service. This is why we place emphasis on longterm relationships and continuity.
In the Czech and Slovak Republics, 80 technical advisors are available to
our customers in our offices and another 30 specialists in the field.

Employees

2.200

Pleasant working environment and employee satisfaction,
which we have been focusing on lately, have a positive impact
on their work and customer service.

970
Austria

980
Abroad

250

CZ and SK
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Sustainability
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Company

SUSTAINABLE
BEHAVIOUR
P ro c e s s e s

Environ m e nt

We are convinced that an economy focused only on profit and GDP growth cannot be prosperous in the long term.
Acting sustainably is both a social obligation and a long-term prerequisite for corporate success. Through various
measures, we have improved our CO2 balance by more than 30 %.
The Haberkorn Group shares its experience in several sustainability associations. One of these is the Global Compact, the world’s largest and most important initiative for responsible corporate sustainability management under the auspices of the United Nations. Its vision is to develop a sustainable global economy.
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2008

–35,8 %

CO2
CO2

2019

Haberkorn has reduced its carbon footprint by 35,8 %.
Beste
Arbeitgeber 2017
Österreich

SUSTAINABLE

BEHAVIOUR
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As time
went by

1932

Founders Leopold and Frieda Haberkorn
(Bregenz, Austria)

1992

Beginning of internationalisation
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1995

Establishment of Ulmer s.r.o.,
office in Opava

1996

Warehouse construction
in Mokré Lazce

2002

Ulmer s.r.o. part
of Haberkorn Ulmer GmbH Group

2001

Entering the Slovak market

2016

We employ more
than 200 employees

2017

Change of name
to Haberkorn s.r.o.

2018

Starting
e-shop for customers

2019

Generational change in the company’s
management

Employees

200

in CZ and SK

2001 – 2012

Expansion of the central warehouse
in Mokré Lazce up to 2.800 m2

eshop.hab

erkorn.cz

2016 – 2019

Acquisition of three major
German industrial distributors

2019

New fully-automated logistics
(Wolfurt, Austria)
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Unique product

Solution for every application

Kit systems

Machine elements

The basis is made up of unique systems designed for
the construction of a wide variety of equipment for
use in many industries. They are predestined for tailor-made solutions to customer requirements.

We complement our wide range of standard and non-standard products of world brands with our own production capacities for custom parts. Flexible delivery
backed by exceptional stock levels.

The largest inventory
Hydraulics and industrial hoses
We supply hydraulic and industrial hoses including
accessories to large companies and small tradesmen.
We have the advantage of a wide range which we keep
in stock at our branches and Austrian headquarters,
and the associated speed of delivery.
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Kit systems

Kit systems of the aluminium profile systems from item Industrietechnik GmbH are made up of high-quality components that stand
out for their variability, modern design and wide range of components and accessories. We offer our customers both the delivery
of individual components and comprehensive solutions from construction to on-site assembly.
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Machine construction

Lean production

Work and assembly tables

Clean rooms

The machine and construction
system offers affordable solutions thanks to simple produc
tion preparation, assembly
and reuse of parts. The basis
is grooved square and rectangular profiles.

The tube system is designed
for lean manufacturing applications and extends the use of
standard profiles. It is ideal for
the construction of transport
trolleys, trays, chutes, Kaizen/
Kanban and Karakuri applications.

Sophisticated solutions for
work, packaging and assembly tables based on aluminium
profiles. The workstations can
be equipped with accessories
from a wide range of elements
with regard to ergonomics
and type of operation.

For laboratory and pharmaceutical applications, profiles
with concealed grooves and
small outer radii that minimize
dirt build-up are suitable, including special accessories for
building sealed workstations.
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© SIKO GmbH

Stairs and platforms

Transport trolleys

Linear units

Staircase with a slope at four
different angles with the possibility of adjusting its width
according to customer requirements. The design stands
out for its variability thanks to
bolted joints without the need
to cut the profiles at an angle.

Stable frame made of aluminium
profiles with different designs of
the individual floors with regard
to the required functionality. The
trolleys help to streamline the
logistics of individual workplaces and facilitate the handling of
heavy loads.

Comprehensive customized
solutions for single and multi-axis linear units. With a range
of different unit types, you can
find the right design for different applications. The units
are characterized by high precision and durability.

Conveyors
and conveyor lines
Wide range of conveyors available for transporting piece
loads. The conveyors are customized to the customer’s wishes,
including the possibility of incorporating them into complete
production and assembly lines.
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Fencing
and safety

Steel protective fencing and safety elements from the Swedish manufacturer Axelent AB are designed to secure production lines,
robotic workplaces, warehouse areas and places where injuries to operators must be prevented. If required, version in aluminium
profiles can also be offered.
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Fencing of facility

Fencing of storage areas

Safety railings

Safety barriers

They are designed to ensure
safety around production equip
ment wherever it is necessary
to separate machine and operator for safety reasons. The range
allows a wide range of applications to be addressed with regard
to the applicable safety standards.

Suitable for storage of materials, separation of individual
areas in the hall and security
of goods in shelves. They are
characterized by easy installation and high rigidity.

It serves as fall protection,
preventing people from falling
or being injured in a fall and
reducing the risks associated
with falling objects and damage to equipment. It complies
with applicable standards.

Robust plastic barriers are used
to protect people and equipment, especially with regard
to manipulation technology in
plants. You can easily define
safe corridors for the movement
of people and vehicles. They
meet the applicable standards.
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Robotics
and automation

Co

A s s o r t me n t

Universal Robots’ collaborative robots will help streamline and automate production and relieve employees from routine work activities. Ergoswiss lifting systems contribute to ergonomic solutions where height adjustability is required. Karakuri represents simple,
low-cost automation using only physical principles without an external power source.

Collaborative robots

End tools

Lifting systems

Karakuri

The six-axis cobot robotic
arms have safety features that
make them the ideal helper
for any operation. They can be
used in most fields across the
industrial spectrum.

We supply a wide range of
OnRobot end tools for our
cobots. With them, you can
optimise your production processes. The advantage is an
easy installation, setup and
programming.

The product range includes
hydraulic and electric versions
of single systems. These can be
used in many industries for easy
height adjustment with the
possibility of storing set positions. They are ideal for the height
adjustment of any work surface.

Tubular profiles and a wide
range of accessories are the
basis for easy creation of single-automation
applications
without the use of costly servos, pneumatic or electrical elements and sensors. A suitable
solution for lean manufacturing.
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Machine elements

The warehouse of drive equipment is one of the best equipped in Central Europe. It has a unique assortment of world brands
of premium quality - Gates, IWIS, Rosta, NTN Corporation, etc. Superior stock guarantees short delivery times. With the help of
our technical advisors you will always find the right solution, whether for an existing application or when designing a new drive.
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Belt drives

Chain drives

Top-quality belts for reliable,
efficient solutions in a variety of applications. The range
includes belts for the highest
performance and extreme conditions as well as for normal
operation. GATES is the leading
supplier of toothed and V-belts.

Popular solutions for many
applications, most often for
propulsion or transport purposes. Thanks to a wide range
of designs and finishes, chains
and sprockets can be used
reliably even in demanding
conditions.

Couplings, joints
and torque limiters

Tooth wheels, bars
and set of gears

Couplings for transfer of mechanical energy between machine
shafts. They eliminate misalignments, dampen shocks and
torsional vibrations, and ensure
smooth machine running. Torque
limiters prevent overloading.

Common components of machines and equipment, the transfer
of mechanical energy is carried
out by means of the suspension.
Most gears, rods and gearing
in modules M1 – M8 of precision
grade 9 are supplied from stock.
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Clamping bushes

Vibration technique

Bearings

Trapezoidal bolts and nuts

For fast and secure clamping
of pulleys, sprockets, gears
or any hub on the shaft. Use
depending on many factors,
such as the power requirement, positioning accuracy,
installation space, etc.

Specific components and units
that contribute to the support
or damping of vibrations. Universal flexible elements are
used in many industries for
maintenance–free
suspension, bearing, tensioning and
damping solutions.

A solution for many applications where there is a need to
secure shaft fits or allow rotary
or sliding movement to reduce
friction. We are an authorized
partner of the NTN Corporation for cylindrical roller bearings and bearing houses.

Often used as part of machinery and equipment to provide
conversion of rotary motion to
linear motion. Right and left–
hand through–guides for steel
and stainless steel bolts, as
well as steel and bronze nuts,
cover most requirements.
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Standard parts

In the range of standard parts you will find control, machine, locking parts, silentblocks, lubrication technology, machine legs,
forks and pins. We keep most of these parts in stock and deliver by the next day. We also have the advantage of a database
of CAD drawings in basic 2D and 3D formats to assist you in the design of your equipment.

Operating elements
A wide range of elements
designed for manual control
of machines and equipment.
Ergonomic guiding, shape and
material variants of handles,
handrails, hand wheels and
many other elements.
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Mechanical and fixture
elements
Typical components for many
industrial applications, products such as spring-loaded
elements, locking pins, side
spring pins, ball pins, supports, guide pins, ball screws
and swing supports.

Silentblocks

Machine legs and pads

Components for equipment
mounting, shock and vibration damping and absorption.
Most often in rubber-steel.
A wide range of standard products up to custom material
and shape designs.

The solution for safe and
secure positioning of your
machines and equipment.
Available in many shapes,
materials and load capacities.
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Clamping elements
and systems
Elements and complex flexible modular systems for fast
and safe clamping. A wide
selection allows you to find
solutions for clamping parts of
different sizes and shapes.
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Hydraulic
components

Everything needed for the manufacture, operation and maintenance of hydraulic equipment. We offer hydraulic hoses with
all accessories, hydraulic fittings, pipe holders, components for cylinder production and many other items.

Hydraulic hoses
and hose protection
Hoses from leading manufacturers Gates, Semperit and Danfoss SEL. The range of standard
hoses is complemented by premium hoses for demanding conditions. Various types of hose
protectors are also available.
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Fittings and ferrules

Tube couplings

Tube and hose clamps

We offer both the hose ends
and sleeves themselves as
well as ready-made hoses.
Threaded, metric or thumb
threaded, JIC, ORFS and flanged ends.

Hydraulic fittings from the top
German manufacturer VOSS
with a special zinc-nickel surface treatment, ranging from
standard designs to special
solutions for extreme pressure loads and mechanical
stresses.

A wide range of holders from
simple to double, stirrup,
metal, saddle and special. Different types of materials PP,
PA, aluminium, stainless steel.
Attachment to guide rails or
welding plate.
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Components
of hydraulic cylinders
Piston rods and precision seamless tubes in various qualities, in production lengths
or cut to individual requirements. A complete range from
piston heads, caps, lugs, to
seals.

Cuick couplings
For quick and easy connection and disconnection of
hydraulic applications. Choice
of ball, screw, dripless, multicouplings and other special
quick couplings.

Ball valves, manometers
and measuring technology
Ball valves of various products
for closing and switching in
hydraulic circuits. Wide range
of pressure gauges. Measuring points, hoses, boxes and
much more in measuring
technology.

Assembly machines
The FINN-POWER electric,
pneumatic and manual presses are at the forefront of
hose pressing. We supply hose
cutters, hose trimming machines and other accessories.
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Industrial hoses
and fittings

Industrial hoses and fittings of world brands - ContiTech, Masterflex, Semperit, Lüdecke and others. Hoses for various applications and media - e.g. for hot and cold water, food, chemicals, oil, fuel, air, gases, abrasives. Complete range of armatures:
couplings, fittings, clamps, ball valves, etc.
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Multipurpose
and water hoses

Hoses for chemicals
and mineral oils

Use for various applications.
Multipurpose hoses for transporting air and water, utility
water, hot water, oil media and
light chemicals.

Designed to be resistant
to aggressive or hazardous
media, be it chemicals, mineral oils or fuels.

Hoses for abrasives
For the transport of abrasive
materials such as iron filings,
wood chips, granules, materials with glass and others.
This includes special rubber
hoses and PUR hoses.

Hoses for compressed
air and industrial gases
A wide range of hoses for the
transport of gaseous media
such as compressed air hoses,
pneumatic hoses, industrial
gas hoses and welding hoses.
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Couplings

Screws, flanges

For quick and easy connection
and disconnection of low-pressure hoses. A wide range of
couplings for tempering, air
and water, lever couplings,
bayonet couplings, STORZ
couplings, socket couplings
and much more.

Hose ends and fittings for
a secure and permanent
connection between hose
and fixed counter-piece. They
are used where the connection does not need to be
dismantled frequently.

Clamps
and mounting material
For mounting or fixing the
hose. From simple clamping
with worm or clamp clamps,
through ear clamps mounted
with special clamps, to press
and screw clamps.

Ball valves
Wide range of low pressure
ball valves in brass or stainless steel for various media.
Furthermore, blow guns including nozzles, e.g. with noise
dampening.
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You can

rely on

our consultancy and
34

service.
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Consultancy

Do not hesitate to contact us. Our experts with many years
of experience will be able to advise you, either from the
office or directly in person at your plant.
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From the identification of a specific need, through the
design of an optimal technical solution, the preparation of
technical documentation, the selection of the right component, to delivery, including installation.
We share our knowledge with you not only through printed
catalogues, but increasingly also online through regular
webinars and training sessions.
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Services and
maintenance

We provide our customers with a comprehensive service
from the preparation of the technical design to the implementation at the customer’s site.
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We continuously adapt our services to the needs of our
customers and the market. Currently, we provide more
than 50 different complementary services to our products. In addition to the supply of standard components, we
also carry out material modifications such as cutting and
machining profiles, cutting and joining chains, welding
belts, reinforcing hoses, metalworking, pre-assembly or
surface treatment of individual components, and more.
An extensive database of CAD drawings is available. A number of our configurators and calculation forms also simplify
the work of designers.
In logistics we provide special packaging of goods, labelling
according to customer requirements, kanban or consignment warehouse.
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Customers

A. Pöttinger, spol. s r.o.
Family supranational company dealing
with develo
pment, production and sale
of agricultural machinery, specialist for
fodder-press, soil cultivation and seeding
machines.

ABB s.r.o.
Worldwide leading company working
in the field of energetics, industry and
infrastructure.

Blumenbecker Prag s.r.o.
Company Blumenbecker Prag s.r.o. is engaged in automatization of machines and
production facilities.

CIMBRIA HMD, s. r. o.
It has been one of the worldwide leading
companies in the filed of industrial processing, manipulation and grain, seed,
fodder, foodstuffs storage and other loose
products.

Huisman Konstrukce, s.r.o.
Huisman company is a private worldwide
company with a large experience in design and production of heavy technology
for leading worldwide companies working
both on the mainland and on the sea.

Hyundai Motor Manufacturing Czech s.r.o.
It is one of the most modern car factories in Europe. The company produces its
vehicles in their first production plant in
Europe since 2009. About 350 thousand
cars is produced in Nošovice per year.

Kia Slovakia s. r. o.
It is the oldest car manufacturer in Korea.
They also have production plant in Slovakia
since 2006. They make more than 600
thousand of new cars per year.

Liberty Ostrava a.s.
It belongs to Liberty Steel Group, the
world’s largest steel and mining group. It
focuses primarily on the production and
processing of pid iron, steel and metallurgical secondary production.

Magna Exteriors (Bohemia) s.r.o.
They are engaged in production of plastic
parts, mainly they focus on parts for automotive industry. Due to long experience
they have become specialists and cooperate with the biggest producers.

MATADOR industries, a. s.
The biggest private Slovakian TIER 1
supplier for automotive industry in Central
and Eastern Europe. Product portfolio includes engineering, design of automotive
components and production lines or production of pressing tools.

Ronal CR s.r.o.
The company is the world’s leading
supplier of wheels both for the initial outfitting of vehicles directly from automotive
factories and also in the passenger car and
commercial vehicle accessory market.

Schwarzmüller s.r.o.
The Schwarzmüller Group is one of
Europe’s largest suppliers of commercial
vehicles. The Group develops, manufactures and services premium vehicles for tailor-made transport solutions.

ŠKODA AUTO a.s.
The biggest producer of cars in the Czech
Republic. Since 1991 has been part of
Volkswagen concern. In the long term it has
been the biggest not only from the point of
view of sales but it is also the biggest exporter and one of the biggest Czech employers.

Toyota Motor Manufacturing
Czech Republic, s.r.o.
The production plant in Kolín was established in 2005 as a joint project of Toyota,
Peugeot, and Citroën. It produces 300.000
small city cars a year. At the beginning of the
2021, Toyota took over the plant completely.

Trivium Packaging Czech Republic s.r.o.
Trivium Packaging is a multinational company active in the production of glass and
metal packaging for various industries.

VOLKSWAGEN SLOVAKIA, a.s.
Bratislava’s Volkswagen Slovakia is the
only automotive plant in the world producing vehicles of five car brands under
one roof. There are three other plants in
Slovakia which altogether employ more
then 12 thousand people.

Wienerberger s.r.o.
Austrian company, the world’s largest producer of bricks and the market leader in
clay roof tiles in Europe as well as concrete
paving in Central and Eastern Europe. In
piping systems, the company is one of the
leading suppliers in Europe.

WINDMÖLLER & HÖLSCHER Machinery k.s.
Founded in 1869, W&H is now the world’s
leading manufacturer of machinery and
equipment for the production of flexible
packaging. The portfolio includes powerful
machines for film extrusion, printing and
further processing.
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